
  

Wire Rope Barriers 
Rob Mitchell (CFA) - 22 April 2013 

Could any members please advise what their agency's procedures are for releasing the 
tension on wire rope barriers when it is necessary to commence an extrication from a 
vehicle that has become entangled in them. I have seen videos from America that 
demonstrate the cutting of cables under tension and was wondering if anyone in 
Australia is practising this. 

Ray Polaski (VICSES) - 23 April 2013 

Please find attachment SOP VICSES SOP037 Operations involving wire rope barriers. 

Stephen Lewin (QFRS) - 24 April 2013 

QFRS training also advises they should not be cut, but released via the turnbuckle at the 
ends if necessary & safe. 

Trevor Owen (MFB) - 24 April 2013 

There are other types of crash control barriers including.. 
Safence 
Flexfence 

Picture - MVA Flexfence Eastern Freeway, Melbourne near Chandler Hwy (dated ?) 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



See also attachments Wirerope_techdoc, WR-STD-63, WR-STD-62, Flexfence_TL3, 
Brifen-Newsletter0304-WEB and Brifen. 

Theo Kitsoukilias (NSWSES) - 30 April 2013 

I think the policies and advice is fairly uniform; do not cut - loosen to dismantle. I was 
involved in an incident where after the accident a tipper truck was prevented from 
driving away because its front axle had crossed the wire rope barrier. Once the truck had 
driven over the rope, the tension had lifted the rope up under the truck making it 
difficult for the Police to clear the scene. RTA crews were in the process of de-tensioning 
the barrier but we were asked to "cut" the ropes which we refused to do. 

What we decided to do was use a hydraulic ram to lift the rope from the posts and 
lowered them beside the posts. We worked our way along until we had removed 
enough to allow us to stand on the ropes either side of the truck allowing it to drive 
away. This can be done while the wires are being loosened. 

In this situation it was not a time critical rescue but it did demonstrate to us that the 
ropes can be manipulated using hydraulic tools and care. I don't think that it should be 
considered as a primary option but it is possible. 

Craig Brassington (SA SES) - 2 May 2013 

As part of our training for members from units that are qualified as Road Crash Rescue 
responders below is an extract from our Multi Agency Learners Guide: 

Tensioned cable barrier fencing 

Tensioned cable fencing is found on many roads as a dividing barrier and a safety fence. 
Tensioned cable fences are designed to absorb impact and commonly move the vehicle 
back onto the road. Larger vehicles may be entangled with the cables. 

DANGER!: Never cut the cables - release tension from the cable by adjusting the 
turnbuckles at either end of the cable strands. 
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